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The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

Answer either iri English or in Assamese

1. Answer/Fill up the blank/Choose the correct
one of the following : 1x7=7

(a) What is the ideal of logic?

ft)) What is positive science?

R'ssm <pI<p ?

(c) Logic is a normative science/positive
science.

(d) Give an example of an argument form.

(e) Is it true that logos' means thought as
expressed in language*?

'Logos' 1^' I
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(f) There are ^

propositions.

I

forms of simple

(g) How many kinds of argument are there
in logic?

^ cam? m ?

2. Answer the following questions very briefly
(any/our^ : 2x4=8

(a) What is an 'argument?

(b) What do you mean by 'symbolic logic?
m

(c) What are the principal logical constants?

(d) Define a disjunctive proposition.

(e) Are propositions and sentences same?
^l>'1 7

(f) What is the difference between a
subject-predicate proposition and a
class-membership proposition?
4^1 ^ Ga^.:,pp,p5, ̂
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3. Give short answers of the following questions

(any three) : 5x3=15

"R^rr ("R c^ic*ii :

(a) Distinguish between argument and
argument form.

^ w (?r5;sirr i

(b) Distinguish between science and arts.

Rsr ̂  Too I

(c) Construct truth tables for a negative and

a disjunctive truth function.

^ ̂ "To vilPl^l
I

(d) What do you mean by logical constant
and propositional variable?

vs^^i "R ?

(e) What are the different forms of simple
proposition?

4. Distinguish between traditional logic and
symbolic logic. 10

R®R w I
Or/^^

Explain the relation between traditional logic
and sjnnbolic logic. 10

'PR»»^5r® ^<^R^h ̂  xo^R^m
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5. What is truth table? Construct truth table for

the basic truth functions. 10

^1^ I

Or/W^

Construct truth table and determine the

validity and invalidity of the following

arguments : 10

71^ VO|pj<pi ^

(i) pvq (n)p^q
~p -q

.-.q .\~p

6. What do you mean by a proposition according
to modem logicians? Discuss the different
kihds of compound proposition. 10

Vs4Rlt>l<por|-q 7

. Or/=7/^

What is a gener^ proposition? What are the

different kinds of it? Explain each of them

with suitable examples. 10

•  ̂ W 1% ?
vtoTI^®R ac^j<pc^i I
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